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1 ERC Architecture and Tagging

The language data used for the ERC were gathered for research on question processing.
The outcomes of three research projects are employed here. These are:

1. Erotetic Reasoning Test

2. QuestGen

3. Mind Maze.

To differentiate aforementioned sources we will refer to them as ERC sub-corpora, respec-
tively

TRE for the Erotetic Reasoning Test;

QG for the QuestGen game;

TZ for the MindMaze game.

Sub-corpora are reflected in ERC file names. The name structure is following:

subcorus-task_name-file_number.xml

e.g. tre-bomba89.xml is a file from TRE sub-corpus containing solution for the story
entitled ‘Bomba’.

What is more, each task in ERC is tagged with the <KORPUS> tag which has two
obligatory attributes:

• first one specifying the sub-corpus of ERC (namely whether the task comes from
Erotetic Reasoning Test: TRE, QuestGen: QG or Mind Maze: TZ),
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• second one specifying the name of the task and the number of a subject/player who
solved it.

It is worth to notice that all the data is in Polish, however the tag-set used for the
annotation allows for the data analysis for English-speaking researchers.

Tagging schema for the ERC has three layers:

1. Structural—representing the structure of tasks. Here we distinguish elements like:
instructions, justifications, different types of questions and declaratives.

2. Inferential—which allows for recognizing normative erotetic concepts.

3. Pragmatic—representing various events that may occur in the dialogue, like e.g.
long pauses. It also contains tags that allow expression of certain events related to
the types of tasks used (like e.g. when forbidden question is used).

For more information about ERC architecture, tagging and motivations behind the
project see Erotetic Reasoning Corpus architecture: components, tags, annotation available
at https://ercorpus.wordpress.com/home/.

2 Files structure

2.1 TRE

TRE-entries of the ERC have well established structure: there is a story, a question
pointed at the subject and then a justification of the choice.
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2.2 QG

Solutions gathered within the QuestGen project have well established structure, very
much like the ones from TRE. A QG-entry of ERC consists of the story which is followed
by the main question (expressing the problem to be solved by a player). Afterwards we
observe the sequence of Detective’s questions and Informer’s answers which is ended by
the proposed solution to the main question and the feedback given by the Informer.
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2.3 TZ

Solutions gathered in the TZ study are the most complex ones in the ERC data set. They
have no clear structure as they are more or less free dialogue leading to the solution of
the initial problem.
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3 ERC in Numbers

Source Files Words

TRE 270 81.169
QG 116 21.944
TZ 16 30.619

Sum 402 133.732

Source Shortest file Longest file

TRE tre-bomba89.xml: 236 words tre-charakterC35.xml: 387 words
QG qg-teleturniej07.xml: 145 words qg-bomba06.xml: 230 words
TZ tz-pragnienie29.xml: 760 words tz-podroznik14.xml: 3.367 words

4 Licence

ERC files, tools and documentation (unless stated otherwise) are licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.

5 ERC Tools

At the ERC web-site tool to work with the corpus are provided.
See https://ercorpus.wordpress.com/tools/.

ERC Search & Browse Tool This tool allows for browsing ERC files with and without
annotation visible. Also key-words searching and searching for particular tags is
offered.

ERC XML/LATEX Parser The parser allows for easy transformation of ERC(QG) and
ERC(TRE) XML files into LaTeX files. LaTeX output may be then easily used in you
paper, poster or presentation.

ERC XML Schema The XML Schema document allows for validating the annotation of
ERC files. It is also very useful for the annotation process of new files.
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6 How to cite ERC?

Please use the following citation:

Paweł Łupkowski, Mariusz Urbański, Andrzej Wiśniewski, Katarzyna Paluszkiewicz, Oli-
wia Ignaszak, Natalia Żyluk, Joanna Urbańska, Andrzej Gajda, Bartosz Marciniak, Woj-
ciech Błądek, Agata Juska, Anna Kostrzewa, Dominika Pankow, Erotetic Reasoning Cor-
pus architecture: components, tags, annotation, Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań,
2017, https://ercorpus.wordpress.com/home/.
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In order to identify a corpus file you use in your work please use the following iden-
tifier: [ERC(sub-corpus), task-name-file-number], e.g. [ERC(TRE), Bomba9]. It is
worth to mention that ERC XML/LATEX Parser adds these indentifiers authomatically.
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